


































Department of Architecturec.

School of Mines,

Jan. 30, 1893.

President Low,

Dear Sir:

The appropriation for salaries in this Depart-

ment for the year 1892 .-1893, which was £500 less than was

asked for, proved to be inadequate, not only by this

amount, vhich was made up by gift, but by an additional sum

of £500 which beeame necessary through unaexpested increase

in numbers,and which was taken from the appropriation for

the eurrent expenses of the Department.

‘The requiremants for next vear under this head cansavilyibelensshan.Lortheypresent.yearsButtheyarenot likely to be greater, inasmuch as any further increase

of numbers is in our present quarters impracticable.

fhe appropriation of $1250. for eurrent expenses,

which was 2750 less than in previous years has also proved

inadequate, Indeed the $2000 appropriated for the year

1801,-'92, did not quite suffice to carry it through,

and the items that thus lay over and the expenses of the

Travel Ling Scholarship, which were now charged 10 this

account, reduced the sum really available to about #1,000.Sinece

8500 of this was taken for the salary of an additional as-

sistant required as has besn sald by inerease of numbers,

only about £500 was left for this year's expenses as

against $2,000 for previous years. This sum was exhausted

early in the winter.



An appropriation of £3,000 for the current expenses

of the year 1893, '94 will accordingly be necessary. The

chief items of this account are sundry personal services

in the care of the collections, and in making diagrams and

drawings, the rebinding of books, and the purchase of

prints,photographs models and other apparatus of instruc-

tion: .

These expenses are largely incident to the expansion

of the work of the department. This has arisen: partly

from the natural development and improvement of our methods,

partly from the establishment of University work, and from

the accession of a large number of University Students,

partly from the transference to this department of the work

in scientiffe construetion. This work was formerly done

by our men in common with the classes of Mechanical and

Oivil Engineering, but it is now carried on by ourselves

under the neme of Architectural FEncingering.

The result of these changes is to give five years

of strictly professional work in place of the three years

with which we started, a large part of which was given

to study only indireetly related to our needs; we arc now

pecupying new fields and need new apparatus and extra help.
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SUPPLEMENTARY HQTR.

It may be scasonable to set forth these points some-

what in detail at the present time, instead of waiting un-

til the end of the year to explain just what we have been

doing.

l. Under the first head, that of the development

and improvement of our methods, the instruction in Ancient,

Mediaeval, and Modern History hes been transferred from the
CB Be br Read od Gnd, |

seconcl, third and fourth years, and the instruction in Hise

torical Ornament, which formerly occupied two years, has

heen expanded over thrse, so as to accompany and illustrate
tx. erin Te elanne o\-

those three historical periods.

Besides the photographs, lantern slides snd dravings

fllustrative of these studies, snd’'which require constant

additions, we have formed e&amp; classified collection of mis-

gellaneous prints and engravings which proves of great

practical value. The time of the Curator is now mainly

taken up in helping the students find what they want amohg

these things and in the books, s0 that the clerical and

mechanical dutles of his office have to be delegated to

pthors,

The work in Design whieh formerly occupied the third

and fourth years now occupies the first, second and third,

the devices by which it ws made practicable to begin the
LorTobegan op IIR Sound,

study of Architectural Compos ition having proved perfectly
satisfactory. Except that too little timefound for froe
hand drawing, this part of the work is now on a good foot=

tng.
The establishment at the Metropolitan Museum of Fle-

mentary elasses in Architectural Drawing which nursue exactly



Jur own methods, promises to furnish us with students al-

ready conversant with much that we now have %o include in

our first vear's work. This points to the %ime when,ss in

foreign architectural sshools, we may require some technie-

eal attainments on admission, send gain Mrther time for

more advanced atudies.

We have also this year heen able to introduce into

8ll the classes stated exercises in the writing of English,

more or less directly related to matters in hand, In the

lower classes these have taken the form of ten-minute eOm-

positions written in the alass room onee a week; with,

however, more or less of mental preparation in advance.

The Fourth year men in sonjunetion with the University stu

dents, have had more serious exereises both in writing

and in reading, making very full abstracts in the form of

8 Table of Contents, of such essays or chapters as were as-

signed to them, and writing a brief review or criticism of

the sama. The examination and eriticism of these papers

has been laborious, but it has been worth the trouble.

All the classes have highly appreciated these opportunities

and have entered heartily into the work, I think they have

felt, what I have myself felt very distinetly, that it has

raised the intellsetual tone of the department and given

it something of the character or a place of liberal culture.

2 The announcement of our University Course in

History and Design, in the spring of 1891,brought in last

year four students. Thres of these hada just graduated



in this department, and they received the degree of Master

of Arts in due course at the last Commencement. "The

fourth was a Special Student who having spent three or

four vears in an architect's office was eonsidered quali-

fied to pursue these studies.

Thesuccess of his experiment was so marked and the

advantage,both to the school and the profession of opening
our instruction to PT skill and capacity

was so great that a lively interest was excitedd among this

class of young men, and this year a dozen special students

have presented themselves under these conditions, nine in

the University Course of History and Design, three in the

University Course of Construstion and Practice. Work has

boon assirned to dach according to his choice and his pre-

vious attairments, and they have largely profited by the per

mission piven them £6occupy such time es they could come

mand 4n attending other exercises within the department.

They have as might have been expected shown great diligence

and made rapid progress. The presence in the school of 80

large a body of men who have relinquished office work in

order to learn what offiees cannot teach,cannot fail to

give a more serious and manly tone to our whole society.

tinder the title of Special Students in the University

Course of History and Design, we have this year ventured to

admit also three or four graduates of colleges or scientif-

ie schools who have had no special architectural training

but whose goneral education and personal culture seem to

qualify them to pursue it, thus meeting the requirements of

the statute. There has been oh reason to regret this ine
terpretation of the rules SA WENN prea be best to



follow this precedent with diseretion in the future.

These men have been among our most satisfactory students.

Meantime the process of pushing back into the first

three years the work formerly done in the last three, is

now nearly completeds The class which graduates in 1894

is the last one whose fourth year will be occupied with

elementary studies in History, Engineering and Design.

Their successors will enter freely into the enjoyment of

the Elective Courses, in History and Design and in Construc-

tion and Practice,which were authorized in May, 1891.

These parallel courses will be identieal with the Univore

sity courses in these subieets established at the same

time. The upshot of this will be as stated in the Cireu-

lar of Information, what is virtually a five yedars' course.

A student will then graduate at the end of {our years,

either in Design oF GenBtri tion,aecording as he may have

elected one dours@ or another in his fourth year, and may

thon teke a second degree as Master of Arts whenever he

shall have added a fifth year in either department of

study.

Under these conditions the fourth and fifth years

will be comparatively free from stated exercises and 8

real atelier may become established. The students, both of

Construction and of Design will be free to give their probe

lems the consecutive time and attention without whieh

serious studies eannot be profitably undertaken. Bo‘h,

moreover, will have leisure in whieh to profit by the

unequal led opportunities for the studg of buildings, both

without and within vhether completed or in process of eoxe-



cution, which the city offers. The good will of archi-

tects, builders and owmers, of which we have constant evi-

dence, puts these opportunities freely at our command, but

hitherto we have had no leisure in which to profit by them.

de The chief roason for giving instruetion in

Architecture in Schools af Science iz the facilities they

offer for teaching Seientific Construction. But the me-

chanics and Engineering necdsd by architects are not the

sand as those ndeded by Civil and Mechanieal Engineers,

and a relation which is at first ahelp presently becomes

a hindrance. When _accordingly dn April last, the Department
of Engineering asked to be relieved of the duty of teaching

Engineering, Grephicdl Studies and ¥ngineering Design

to the students of Architecture, I was very glad to fdke

these subidetd in hand and organize &amp; special course of

Meshanics and Engineering strictly edapted for the require-

ments of the profession. This I have now heen able to do

under the name of Architectural PBngineering, occupying two

or three hours a week during the second and third years,

and following a special course of Analyties and Calculus

which the Department of Mathematics has arranged and which

pecupies two hours a week during the Tirst year. It ia

this substitution of two or three hairs no week during

three years, for three or four hours a8 week during four

vears, that has aiebled us to expand and irprove the more

strictly professional branches.



like this strictly adapted to the special needs of the pro-
Cenly

feas ion will notpbe of more practical service than the

course hitherto pursued, but that it will give the men a

bet ter understanding of the scientific principles involved

and thus he of more value as a8 matter of general education

and in%tellectural’ trainins. In this I am sustained by the

opinions of all the architects and all the teachers of

architecture whom I have been able to consult as well as %

the example of these schools which have bedn able to estab-

lish such specialized instruction and by the growing dise

gatisfaction of those which ‘have not.

Such a course ig sufficient for all the requirements

of the ordinary practitioner, At the same time the Univer

sity Course in Construetion and Practice,and the Flective

Sourse in thé Teurth year,whieh are identical with it,

will afford to men who wish to become specialists in Arechi-

tectural Fngineering an opportunity te do so. Instead of

lowering the standard of our scientifie instruction these

modifications distinetly raise it, and they greatly in-

grease our own labor and responsibility.

The next step will be to introduce the systematie

study of the building arts and the establishment of that

Architectural Laboratory which was projected ten years ago

in aid of such studies. But this will require more space

than we can at present command.



This detailed statement will suffice to show that

the vork of the regular instructors in the Department is

constantly Treonsingthat to enable them to carry it on

as it should be carried on, there is needed not. only a

constant addition t¢ the apparatus of instruction but a

considerable auxiliary personal forces.



Milton, lMass., Sept. 12th, 1882.

ily Dear Mr. Lowe

The most important and difficult werk to be done

in my own department this Winter is the development and administors-

ation of the practical and scientific branches, The work in his-

tory and design is now fully developed, and though it will be bate

tar orpaniged and administered this Winter than hitherte, we know

what we want %o do and have only to profit by the lessons of our

own experience, Except that I wish to introduce, in the more ad-

vanced classes at least, some systematic work in writing and read-z whigwevainathine rovers tohe urdspinkeninthese.fields.Aven this is not exact a novelty, ns I tried a very satisfactory

experiment of this sort last Winter with the small cless ofUni-

versity students. This will serve as a guide for more extended

cparat ions.
But the practical and scientific side of the subjeet opens

a new field, and one of mrentefp difficulty. In the practical

problem, to be sure, we are not entirely without experience, and

after a number of somewhat unsatisfactory experiments, including

three years' trial of Mr, Auermuty's trade schools, I have come back

to a plan whieh I used at the Institute of Technology, ag on the

whole the most promising. This was to prepare a sort ofmodel

Specification, and to spend an hour a week reading and explaining

it to the men, with such blagkbomrd snd other illustrations as I



could command. To this end I condensed thirty or forty specifica-

tions into a single form, while the men copied into hand-books,

leaving space for the future additions. I find that these bocks

have proved invaluable to their owndrs. But the New England form-

ulag of twenty years ago would not serve our present needs, and as

we have all been too busy inmeeting the more urgent requirements

of the Course to supply their place with more suitable material, I

have meantime, as I have said, undertaken various alterm tive

methods, thinking that possibly some of themmight work better.

These experiments have been satisfactory in this, at least, that they

have confirmed my judgment that the old way was the best. I have

accordingly this Summer employed Mr. Co. Po Warner, one of our gradu=

ates of two years amo and one of our new Masters of Art, to ever
haul we old material, adding to it whatever of newand different tle

present usages in New York have to contribute. The active and

friendly interest that the profegsion take in all ow operations

hag made it practicable to obfiain from the best architects what-

ever we need in thesway of documents, with the print and the MS,

and they either send illustration drawings or permit us to copy

or trace those in their portefolios. The mechanics and ¢on-

tractors have shown themselves equally ready to serve ug, To

make the illustration complete, of course, so that these lessons

may be "object-lessons," we need not only working drawings but

explanatory diagrams, and, so far asmay be specimens or new sets

of the thinrs mentioned. These we are collecting.

We have begun with the most distinetive and novel topic,



and the one in whieh our preyious lpck of material was most oor

spicuous, that of eonstruetive irgnwork, and shall make this the

subject ofthis Winter's study. This will be followed by Carpen-
ters and Joinersnext Winter, with Painting amd Glazing, and the

following year by Excavation, Masonry, Stové-work, Plastering
and Roofing. By thus extending the eourse over these years we
can cover the ground by giving only an pode a week to it, taking

the three classes tocether.. The scheme Of) attendance for next
year accordingly assigns an hour in the first year to these studies,

Indedd for this Winter all four classes will take them together,

not to deprive the graduating class of their birthright.
Having thus gohe over all the grounsg in three years

the men who oleet the work in Construction and Practise for the

Pourth vear will be in condition to take up ha + of Superin-
tendenege, ths point in whieh the profession1 3 is the weakest

and in whieh it suffers most in public ost imation. At present it

is purely a matter of accident whether an architect gets any proper

training of this sort, A thorough training can come only of course

by practise, but the subjeet is only suited to acedamic methods,

and it would be a great advantage to the profession and to the

community to have it systematically taught. An essential suxil-

itary will be an architectual library, in whieh demonstration will be

made of ‘building processes. This was recognized ten vears apo as

achisf consideration, and it formed a subject for memorandum which 1

sent to Dr. Barnard when I firgt came to the collage. Space was

allowed for it in planning the vooms we now occupy. Bult this

gpace was soon needed for other uses, and indeed it is not until now,

in TER



and not now until this University @Gourse ig begun, that any of our men

can have time for these special studies.

This one of the things for whieh so much sdditicnal space

is needed at Bloomingdale,

To recast the Scientific Course in Construction, so as,

under the name ofArchitecutral Engencering, to give our men the

knowledges they need in the shape in whieh they need it, is a more

novel and more difficult undertaking. All the Architectural Schools

in this Country have heen entablished in eonneetion with schools

of Engenesring. This connection though &amp; greater advantage in

starting is soon felt to be a hindrancg, but our own school is the

first that has undertaken to put this work on an independent and

purely professional basis. In doing this ws shall have to rely

mainly upon ourselves. This course of instruetion will have to

be created slmost entirely out of our own sxperience and that

of our friends, for the work of this sort that has heen done in

Germany and Prance is not done as we need to do it, and the

English example so useful, but go little in shape, for school use,

a8 to serve rather as raw material for our own work and as a model

go

The division which we made however, between the elementary

studies of this sort whieh shall be required of all our students,

and the more advanced work which shall be taken by only those who,

in the Fourth Year or in the University Course, e¢lect the course

in Construction and Practise, enables us to undertake the task with

reasonable eonfidence. We have this Winter only to develope and

$3, +
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administer the former, but at the ssme time preparing the more ad-

vanced work for next year.

This work I shall look after myself, in general and in

particular, and Mr. Sherman's familiarity with the course as

hitherto administered, and wapeeially with the mathematically

questions involved will bes of essential service. But the bulk of the

work and the chief responsibility will become upon Mr. Snelling,

ag appears from the new Bchems of Attendance, Por this is training

and experience of given him an excellent training preparation,

running through a dozen years since he first tock up these studies

under Prof. Lanza at the Institute of Technology, and took part with

him in his experiments on Strength of Materials. He afterwards I

think you will know followed the full course of Construction at the

Beoie Des Raux Arts under Prof. Drume, who hed just remodelled and

greatly improved it, and adapted it to modern professional re=-

quirements. Meanwhile he was with Mr. Haight a number of vears,

giving his time chiefly to Superintendenece, au just after entering

our gervice he was offered by Mr. Hunt the charge of the buildings

he was erecting for the Government at West Point, the work which his

duties at school cbliged him to decline. To these qualifications

he adds, what is still more exceptional, a real fondness for teaching,

and, hough this is not so uncommon, the proper professional feeling

that leads him not to count the cost himself of any effort necessary

to the end in view,

The magnitude of this work has considerably ineresased

since I first wrote vou about it, the Inginsering Department having

relinguished controll of it more completely then wes at first proposed.

—



As the charge of the Third Year working Design still remains
in Mrs Snelling's hands, nothat the work of which I am speaking is

additional to what he was rreviously doing, it seems to him snd 1%

goems to me that his salary for this next year of 54,000., in

place of the $1,200, he has hitherto received, will be a proper

compensation, I think the Trustees will ace so plainly that this

is reasonable that there will he no cceasion to urge that it is nesssse

BYoe ¥hen next year the University Course in Construction and Prag

tine ia set on foot, I shell if this vears success warrants our gontinue

ing the work in his hands, recommend a still further increase,

Hig task will be ap novel, difficult and important as any work that

we do.

If the number of students in the Depariment this year

is as great ag lg now promised, we shall need to meke some provision

for auxiliary serviee in the drawing rooms. But that can wait until

the term opens. Haplly the additional expense involved in mear

numbers iz more than coverad by the additional fees.

I am very respectfully yours,

as £5 en
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New York, Jan. 31, 1894.

My dear Mr. Ware: -

In view of the faet that my appointment as Instruect-

or in Architecture, in the Department, will expire on the lst

of next July, it is fitting, as you have suggested, that some

account of the work that I have in hand should be submitted to

you with a view to determining the question of continuing me

in the service of the College yet another year, and of defin-

ing the nature of the scrvice.

My first connection with the school was in the winter of

1882-83, ~ shortly after my graduation from the Institute of

Technology, - when I came into informal relations with the

Department as your draughtsman, secretary and general assist~-

ant. In the spring of 1883, when you went to Europe, 1 went

into the employ of the Health Department as an Assistant En-

gineer, in which capaeity I was put in charge of the Hospital

for Contagious Diseases then in course of erection on North

Brother Island. This position I left to go to Paris in the

fall of 1884, to study in the Architectural Section of the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts, While pursuing my studies at the

School I worked during what time I could commend in the of-

fices of different architects, and at one time at the Hotel

de Ville, in the employment of the city, as a perspector in



the Department of the Conservation du Plan de Paris. 1 re=

mained in Paris until the early part of the year 1889, when 1

returned to New York to accept a position with Mr. Charles C.

Haight as superintendent of building operations, having under

my charge the construction of Mr. H. O, Havermeyer's house,

at the corner of 66th St. and Fifth Avenue, the addition to

the Skin and Cancer Hospital, at 105th street and 6th Ave.,

the new Leake &amp; Watts Orphan Asylum, at Yonkers, and the new

Christ Church, at the corner of 71st St. and the Boulevard,

besides several smaller houses and alterations. 1 was em-~

ployed in this manner in the spring of 1889, when the Trustees

tendered me the appointment of Assistant in Architecture,

which I accepted.

During my first year of service (while you were absent

abroad) I taught Specifications and Practice, (treating of

Carpentry) Greek Archeology, in French, Perspective and Compo=

sition and Design to the Third Year Class.

The following year I was advanced to the grade of Tutor

without increase of sslary. You returned from Europe in the

autumn of 1890 and resumed your lectures in Perspective and I

at the same time passed over the instruction in French to Mr.

Kress, still continuing, however, my lectures on Specifica-

tions and Practice, treating that year of Masonry, as well as

keeping up my criticisms and corrections in the Third Year



Drawing Room in the afternoon.

The winter of 91-92 was practically a repetition of the

preceeding one, save that my subject in Specifications was

again Carpentry. At this time the instruction in Engineering

was given to the architects by General Trowbridge. General

Trowbridge died during the summer of 1892, but it had been

determined, previous {to his death, and at his suggestion, that

the instruction in this subject should be given within the

Deparment. He agreed with you that what Engineering was

needed by an Architect was of a special nature and should,

for this reason, be taught by an architect, and not by an en-

gineer. My own experience confirms this view. Although

while I was at the Institute of Technology it was not so ap=-

parent to me, I came to realize later that excelleat and ex~-

haustive as was the course in this subject given by Prof. Lan-

za to the architects, it was over-burdened with extraneous

matter of no practical valve. In great contrast to this,

was the excellent series of lectures delivered by the late

Mr. Emmanuel Brune at the School in Paris. I had the great

good fortune to sit under Mr. Brune the last time he delivered

them. There could not be a better model of the instruction

in Scientific Construction that an architect needs.

When, accordingly, you asked me at this time to undertake

such a course of lectures, I was glad to do so. But as the



field was an entirely new one, at least in this country, 1

realized that in order to do the subject any justice it would

be necessary for me to give it more time than I could afford

under the existing arrangements. The work in Specifications

was therefore passed over to Mr. Warren, a graduate of the

Department in 1890. The manner in which he has conducted

the course has amply justified the confidence placed in him,

Besides giving this instruction in Engineering, I continued

in charge of the Third Year Design. I was this year advanced

by the Trustees to the grade of Instructor.

During the present year my work has been practically the

same as last year; namely, Architectural Engineering with the

Third and Fourth Year classes, and architectural composition

and Design with the Third Year class. This work has occu~-

pied, for the lectures, from one to five hours a2 week during

the morning hours, besides three afternoons in the Drawing

Room.

During the winter of 1892-93 1 discussed very thoroughly

with the Fourth Year Class the theory of Flexure and the so-

lution of all cases of floor beams. More I was unable to do,

as the work for the graduating class extends through only one

term. This Class, however, had had one year of Engineering

with Professor Trowbridge.

With the present Fourth Year Class, then in their Third



Year, I began at the beginning and lectured successively on

Tension, Compression, (including Foundations) Bearing Power

of Soils, Footing Courses; Shear, including Rivets, Timber

Joints, Bolts, &amp;e; Uniformly varying Stress; and The Theory

of Beams, both ahalytically and graphically. This year they

have had Roof Trusses: Arches and Retaining Walls.

The chief difficulty I have met in administering this

instruction has been the small amount of time alloted to it,

making it impossible to give out practical examples for the

men to work out, and so to fix firmly in their minds the for-

mulas and theories propounded in the lectures. But this has

not worried me as much as it otherwise would, for it was

agreed that the work of the Third Year students should be

mainly a summary review of the subject, largely descriptive

and dealing with rep les and methods, rather than with ab-

solute calculations of stesses and strains, such calculations

being reserved for the advanced work to be given hereafter to

University Students and to the undergraduates who in their

Fourth year shall take the elective course in Construction.

In the Circular of Information to be published this year

such an advanced elective course is provided for. The men

who propose to follow it will be expected to devote their en-

tire time to the work. This will permit Mr. Warren and my~-

self to develop this work upon the lines along which the sub=-

a
.
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jeet is pursued in the School in Paris, lines, as 1 said a

moment ago, admirably chosen, and productive of most excellent

results.

In this elective course, for the Fourth Year and the

University students, it is my intention to lecture three times

a week throughout the entire year, on the Strength of Mater-

ials, and upon Mathematical and Theoretical Construction, say,

on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, while Mr. Warren will also

lecture three times a week, on the alternate days, treating

of Specifications and Practical Construction, and we shall

arrange our subjects, as far as possible, so that one will

treat of the same subject from a practical point of view,

while the other treats of it from a theoretical one. At the

same time numerous practical examples, of which we now begin

to have quite a collection, can be given out in the form of

problems to be solved. These the students will be able to

discuss thoroughly, as they will devote their entire time to

the course.

Short projects, one in stone, one in wooden and one in

iron construction will then be given out, each occupying, say,

a month. For example, the students will be requested to

design a small triumphal arch, and to work out all the calcu~

lations for its stability, &amp;e¢., making all the working and

detail drawings, and writing the specifications. I should

La



propose to conduct the mathematical part of the work myself,

and to have Mr. Warren occupy himself with the detail drawings

and the specifications, and the study of aetual buildings.

The same scheme will be followed with the Wooden &amp; Iron Pro~-

jects.

Pinally, towards the end of the year, a large project

wll be given out, in which all the points and questions

treated of during the year will be taken up. At least three

months should be allotted to this design, the students being

expected to work it out in all its details both of engineering

and of practical construction, just as if it were to be built.

The student who shall have completed this course satis=-

factorily will, I feel sure, be in a position to carry through

successively any piece of work that may be intrusted to him,

a position which, up to this time, the graduates of the de-~

partment have not been able to fill until some years after

leaving the School.

That such equipment on the part of our graduates would

be greatly appreciated by the architects in the City into

whose offices our young men go, I know by conversations I have

had with them, and by their generous response to your requests

and my own for material to eqiip such a course.

In order to carry out these plans efficiently there

would be needed a considerable apparatus of drawings, diagrams



and models, of which I have already among my notes a long

list which I have not been able to have made. Besides the

advanced work with the Fourth Year and the University students

I should propose to repeat for the Third Year men the ground

covered by this year's lectures.

This ground is entirely new. No text book exists, at

least in this country, which treats at all of the subject in

the manner, or along the lines which, in conjunction with Nr.

Sherman's work in Mechanics, in the second year, I have been

endeavoring to follow. What works do exist, such as Mr.

Berg's on Safe Sailaing, are in no way applicable to our

needs, as they lock at the subject from the unmathematical

point of view of the ordinary hack draughtsman, and lay down

merely empirical rules and formulas, without pretending to

demonstrate or deduce them. Such a discussion of the prob=-

lems involved may be sufficient for the class of men for whom

such books are written, but it certainly would be out of place

in an Institution of learning. Even the admirable work of

Mr. Brune, which I referred to a moment ago, is adapted to

students entirely unfamiliar with the Differential and Inte-

gral Calculus. This makes many of his demonstrations un-

necessarily long and cumbersome. Since the Calculus is

taught to our men in their First Year, it would be foolish

not to profit by it so as to present the subject matter of

the course in as concise a form as possible.
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In order to do this has required on my part an enormous

amount of labor in searching through Engineering works to find

demonstrations suitable for our needs, which search in a large

majority of cases has ended by my having to devise original

demonstrations of my own: If the advanced courses outlined

above are given next year, a still greater amount of this

work will have to be done.

But the material thus collected will be of inestimable

value, and 1 have it in mind ultimately, in collaboration

with Mr. Warren to condense it into a text book, a text book

which shall treat of the entire subject of architectural con~-

struction in a scientific, rational and practical manner.

The book would naturally be divided into two parts, just as

our work is divided; the first part to contain all the mathe-

matics of construction, while the second should discuss the

practical application of the theories demonstrated in the

first part; the whole to be illustrated by numerowms examples

and construction plates taken from actual buildings. As I

have said, the greater part of the material for such a work

is already in our hands, and all we need is the leismre and a

sufficient amount of encouragement, to put it into shape.

Oceupied, however, as I am at present with the supervision of

the Third Year Design, any such leisure would be out of the

question, and I should be glad to be relieved of this work,
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and to be permitted to devote all my energies to the develop-

ment of the cowmrses in Architectural Engineering.

This change, while increasing the number of my lectures,

and the importance of my work, would make it unnecessary for

me to be in 2ttendance at the School during the afternoon,

The amount of time my present duties require I have found to

be incompatible with other duties and interests, and 1 shall

be glad of an arrangement which, while enabling me as 1

to render more valuable service than at present, will leave

more time at my command for the preparation of this work and

for mv professional avocations.

I fear, my dear Mr, Ware, that I have already trespassed

too much upon your time and good nature, bvt I cannot refrain

from asking your indulgence yet a moment to express to you

all the gratitude I feel for the uniform kindness that you

have always shown me in all our relations throughout the ten

o» a dozen years that we have been thrown together, partly as

professor and student, and partly as co-laborers in the field

of architectural education, a kindness which has encouraged me

to speak as freely and openly as I have in this letter regard-

ing my work and future prospects.

ileTenisPts.
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Miy dear Professor Ware:

T am very sorry to hear that you are ill; should have much

preferred having a chat with you to writing you a letter in reply

to your communication of last week with regard to instruction in

physics and chemistry, and in building materials and appliances.

Your arguments are very good, and if they were founded upon sound

premises would be conclusive, but unfortunately the edifice which

you have constructed has absolutely no foundations. In the first

place, the students when they enter the School of Hines do not pass

a satisfactory examination on elementary chemistry, the schools

do not give adequate instruction in the subject, they have no

chemists to give the instruction, and they have no apparatus to

illustrate the instruction. My examination is extremely easy, and

a large proportion of the class know hardly anyt hits,whenthey

enter. Now with regard to their work after they enter. The ar-

chitectural students make the poorest showing of all the students

who attend my lectures. They seem to come to my lectures unwil-

lingly with a feeling that it is an imposition upon them that they

have to study the subject, and they evidently do as little study-

ing as possible. I do not know where they got such an idea;

whether they inherited it or whether they hear it discussed or

i
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not I do not know. At the semi-annual examination last February

16 of the students in the course of architecture in the first

class failed to pass the examination, 3 succeeded in passing it;

one had a mark of 6.2, one a mark of 6.3, and the other a mark of

7.4, The rest of the architects stayed away or else did not hand

in any paper. This shows how little knowledge of elementary

chemistry the young men possess. I should be in favor of either

excusing the architects entirely from studying chemistry in the

School of Mines, or else give them to understand that it is just

as necessary for them to learn their cliemistry as it is for them

to learn anything else that they study. Now with regard to the

applied chemistry in the second year. They do manifest a little

more interest in this subject than they do in general chemistry.

At the semi-annual examination 8 of the architects passed, the

marks being as follows: 8.0, 6.0, 8,0, 8.2, 8.2, 8.2, 6.5, and

6.9; that is they just got through and no more. The other 8 stu-
Wm ribs

Sendsho attended the examination failed to pass it. You see the
idea that the students already know so much chemistry that it is

not necessary for them to attend my first year instruction is en-

tirely contrary to the facts. They do not know any chemistry when

come here, and they inherit in some way the idea that it is not neces-
sary

8
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for them to learn any after they get here. With regard to the

proposition of excusing them from first year chemistry and allow-

ing them to take applied chemistry in place of it, that is entire-

ly impracticable; they could not attend the second year instructim

in applied chemistry with any advantage unless they attended in

the first year the first year instruction in general chemistry.

I am very sorry that I can not agree with you, but the facts

are entirely against your proposition. Why don't you bring the

amtter up before the faculty as to whether chemistry should be re-

quired at all of architects?

Sincerely yours,

fra

ac


